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Abstract
Intuition suggests the hypothesis that everyday human reasoning is conducted in the written or spoken natural language, rather than in some disparate
representation into which the surface language is translated. An examination
of human reasoning reveals patterns of inference that parallel binary resolution.
But any standard implementation of resolution requires Skolemization. Skolemization would seem an unlikely component of human reasoning. This appears
to contradict the hypothesis that human reasoning takes place at the surface.
To reconcile these observations, this paper develops a new rule of inference,
which operates on surface expressions directly. This rule is shown to produce
results which exactly parallel those produced by Skolemization and resolution.
It extends the notion of 'surface reasoning' that was defined in previous papers.
Several examples are given to illustrate its use in surface reasoning.
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1 Introduction

A common pattern of inference found in human reasoning is

illustrated by the following.

All politicians either love every person or seek power.
No ultra-conservative loves a person who is poor.
All politicians who are ultra-conservative seek power.
The conclusion can be produced by binary resolution. It seems unlikely however
that resolution is actually the inference mechanism. If it were, it would require
translation of the premises to a subsurface form (viz., clausal form), and translation
of the conclusion back to surface English. Rather, intuition suggests that the inference
takes place at the surface, that is, directly in terms of the spoken English.
This type of reasoning was examined in Purdy [3] and [4], and given the name
surface reasoning. A formal language, £N, was defined, which is similar in structure
to surface English. Rules of inference were derived that apply to £N (or to surface English) directly. The particular rule involved in the above inference is the Cancellation
Rule.
Another, more complex but still common, pattern of inference is the following.

Every student likes some sport.
Some boy dislikes all team sports.
Some boy dislikes all team sports and either is not a student or
likes some sport which is not a team sport.
Again binary resolution can yield the conclusion. But if resolution were actually
the mechanism employed, it would require Skolemization of the premises as well as
translation to clausal form, and the reverse for the conclusion. Indeed, all standard
systems of formal reasoning involve Skolemization or, equivalently, iterated existential
instantiation. Yet, involvement of procedures such as prenexing, Skolemization, and
translation to clausal form seems unlikely in human reasoning. Thus intuition again
suggests that this inference takes place at the surface.
This hypothesis is of interest, not only relative to human reasoning, but relative
to automated reasoning systems as well. For if these patterns of inference are in-
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stances of surface reasoning, then it must be possible to reason without any form of
Skolemization.
A rule by which this kind of reasoning can be accomplished at the surface level
will be called a Generalized Cancellation Rule, since in the simplest case it will reduce
to the Cancellation Rule.
The objective of this paper is to derive and study such a rule.
Since eN, its semantics, and its axiomatization have been presented in [3] and [4],
only a brief summary is given here. This is followed by definition of Skolemization
and resolution in .CN and development of a Generalized Cancellation Rule. It is
shown that the Generalized Cancellation Rule directly parallels Skolemization and
resolution. This direct parallel is termed Skolem equivalence. Let the premises and
the result of applying the Generalized Cancellation Rule to them be the set S 1 of
sentences. Let the Skolemized premises and their binary resolvent be the set S 2 of
sentences. Then 8 1 and 82 are Skolem equivalent if Skolemizing 8 1 yields 8 2 , and
'deskolemizing' S2 yields 8 1 •
Application of the Generalized Cancellation Rule to surface reasoning is discussed.
Two frequently encountered cases, which are similar to syllogistic reasoning, are defined. Several examples are used to illustrate surface reasoning with the Generalized
Cancellation Rule and its syllogistic cases.
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2 Summary of eN

This section provides a brief review of eN. For details, see

[3] and [4]. In the following, w+ := w- {0}.
The vocabulary of eN consists of the following.
1. Ordinary predicate symbols 'R = U;ew+ 'R:;, where 'R; = {.R1: i E w}.
2. Singular predicate symbols S

= U;ew+ S;, where S; = {Sf : i E w}.

3. Selection operators { (k1 , .•. , kn} : n E w+, ki E w+, 1 ::; i ::; n }.
4. Boolean operators nand-.

5. Parentheses ( and ).
Let 'P := 'R US, 'P; := 'R; US;, and P/ be either

.R1 or Sf.

Expressions of eN and their arities are simultaneously defined as follows.
1. If Pi" E 'P" then

Pi"

is a n-ary expression.

2. If Pr E 'Pm then (kt, ... , km}Pr is a n-ary expression where n

= max(kihSiSm·

3. If X is a n-ary expression then (X) is a n-ary expression.
4. If X is a m-ary expression and Y is a 1-ary expression then (X n Y) is a n-ary

expression where n =max( I, m).

5. If X is a unary expression and Y is a (n

+ 1)-ary

expression then ( XY) is a

n-ary expression.
A nullary expression is also called a sentence. An expression of the form Y Z is called
an zmage.
Metavariables will be used as follows: k, I, m, n, ... range over w, .R:' ranges over

'Rn; S" ranges over Sn; P" ranges over P"; X", Y", Z", . . . range over n-ary expressions; X, Y, Z, ... range over all expressions of
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eN;

and S ranges over singular

expressions (see below). Applying subscripts and primes to these symbols does not
change their ranges.
Superscripts and parentheses will be dropped whenever this introduces no confuSIOn.

eN is interpreted in a first-order structure in the usual way.

The relation between

eN and the language of predicate calculus can be given as follows.

Let function

T be
1

defined as follows:
1. r'(X 1 Yn,u) = 3x(r'(X\xu) Ar'(Yn,xu)) where x does not occur in u

2. r'(X,u) = •r'(X,u)
3. r'(X

n Y, u) = r'(X, u) A r'(Y, u)

4. r'((X),u) = (r'(X,u))
on
5• T '((1I, . . . ' ln) _n.
'Xkt

...

) _ {

Xk.,. -

R!'-xk11 • • • Xk1n providing { 1., ... , ln} ~ {1, ... , m}
•
un d efi ned otherw1se

Sxk, A •(3x(Sx A •(x = xk,)))
...
)_ {
where x does not occur in u
6 '((l)S
• T
'Xkt
Xkm prov1"d"mg / E {1 , ... , m }
undefined otherwise
7. r'(P, u) = r'( (1, ... , n)P, u) where PEP is of arity n.
Then the translation of a sentence X E

eN

empty string.

eN is extended by abbreviation as usual.
1. XU Y := (X
2.

n Y)

X~Y:=XnY

3. X

=Y

:= (X ~ Y)

n (Y

~

X)

4. T := (SJ ~ SJ)
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is defined to be r'(X, t), where tis the

..__..
8. pn := (n, ... , l)Pn
Singular expressions of eN play a role similar to that of functions in predicate logic.
They are defined as follows. Each Sf E S 1 is a singular expression. If St, ... , Sn are
'--"

singular expressions, then for each Sf+I E Sn+I, S1 • • · Sn Sf+I is a singular expression.
An occurrence of a subexpression Yin an expression W has positive (negative) po-

larity if that occurrence of Y lies in the scope of an even (odd) number of- operations
in W.
Several identities and derived rules of inference will be needed in the sequel. They
are stated here without proof. For proofs, see [3] and [4].
Identities:

XY

=T(XnY)

AXY = AT(X u Y)

Tautology Rule:
Let xn be obtained from a Boolean tautology by uniform substitution of expressions of eN for sentential variables,

n for

A and- for--.. Then infer (AT)nxn.

Monotonicity Rule:
Let ym occur in sentence W with positive (respectively, negative) polarity. Let

(AT)m(ym

~

zm) (respectively, (AT)m(zm

~

ym)). Let W' be obtained from

W by substituting zm for that occurrence of ym. Then from W infer W'.
Distributivity Rule:

u ... u AT(Xt u yn)···) n AT(Xn u ... u AT(Xt u vn)···)
AT(Xn u ... u AT(Xt u (Yn n vn) ... ).

From AT(Xn

7

infer

Thinning Rule:
From AT(Xn U · · · U AT( Xi U · · · U AT(Xl U yn) · · ·) infer AT(Xn U · · · U AT( Xi U

Z U ''' U AT(Xl U yn) • • ·).
Singularity Rule:
From AT(Xn U · · · U AT({l, k11 ... , km)Sm+l U AT(Xi+l U · · · U AT(Xl U yn) · · ·)
infer AT(Xn u ...

u T{l, kl, ... ' km)Sm+l n AT(Xi+l u ... u AT(Xl u yn) .. ·).

The Cancellation Rule, although not used, is frequently mentioned. It is stated below.
It uses the notion of governance, which is defined in the next section.

Cancellation Rule:
Let ym occur in sentence W, governed by -Xk · · ·-X1 . Let AXk · · · AX1 Ym. Let

W' be obtained from W by deleting that occurrence of ym and all occurrences
of governors -Xi that no longer govern a subexpression. Let T Xi for every
governor -Xi that was deleted. Then from W infer W'.
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3

Governance

This section develops a relation called governs. Following com-

mon practice, in this and subsequent sections any conjunction (disjunction) will be
considered to be the set of its conjuncts (disjuncts). More precisely, a conjunction
will be considered to be an equivalence class that identifies the conjunctions (X n V),

(V n X), (X n X n V), and (X n V n (Y U Y)), and dually for disjunctions.
Let W be an expression in which Y occurs as a subexpression. If there is more
than one occurrence of Y in W, the particular one of these occurrences intended will
be indicated (e.g., by an integer specifying the position of that occurrence of Y in
the structural description of W). Thereafter any reference 'Y' will be a reference to
that particular occurrence. W is normalized with respect to (a particular occurrence
of) Y if (i) every subexpression of W containing Y is of one of the forms T(X

n V)

or "T(X U V), where V contains Y as a subexpression; (ii) Vis either Y itself, or an
image, or the complement of one of these; and (iii) neither T(X n V) nor "T(X U V)
contains a nullary proper subexpression. W can always be normalized with respect
to Y by repeated use of the following identities.

= T(XnZ)
T(X U Z) = (TX U TZ)
T(X n (Z U V)) = (T(X n Z) u T(X n V))
T(X 0 n Z) = (X n TZ)
XZ

(X

n Z) = (X U Z)

X=X

xz

= AXZ

0

Other forms of these identities can be obtained for the abbreviations defined above.
For example, from T(XUZ)- (TXUTZ) one can obtain "T(XnZ)

= ("TXn"TZ).

As an illustration of normalization, the expression AX3 X 2 A(X1 Y)(V U Z), normalized
with respect to Y, is "T(X3 U T(X2

n "T(V U Z U "T(X1 U Y)))). The normalized

form of W with respect to Y is denoted Nm[Y](W). Since identities only are used
to obtain it, Nm[Y](W) is equivalent to W.
A subexpression ym (or Ym) of W is governed by 9n · · · g1 if Nm[Y](W) has the
form

· · · AT(Xi U V) ···)and gi =-Xi, or
9

· · · T(Xi
for 1

~

i

~

n V) ···)and gi =+Xi

n. Each gi is referred to as a governor of ym, and the string gn · · · g1

as the governance of ym. In case W is ym (or ym) itself, ym (or ym) is said to be
governed by the empty string,

f.

The subexpression "T(Xi U V) or T(Xi n V) will be

referred to as the subexpression at level i. For example, continuing the illustration
above, Y is governed in W by - X 3 + X 2 - (V U Z) - X 1. Three simple observations
about governance are the following. First, n and m are in general unrelated. If W
is nullary, then m

~

n. But if not, it can be that n < m as well. For example,

in the illustration, Y is of arity 2, but it is governed by a string of length 4, since
V U Z is of at least arity 3. Second, in case Xi is a singular expression, S, the identity

"T(SU V)

=T(Sn V) implies that gi can be taken as either -S or +S. Third, from

the governance and the nullary or sentential level expression, the normalized form of
W can be reconstructed. (It may be that W is a conjunction or disjunction, in which
case it is assumed that each sentence is dealt with separately.)
The notion of the normalization of an expression W with respect to a subexpression Y was defined to simplify the definition of the governance of Yin W. However, it
is not necessary to normalize W to obtain the governance of Y. This is now explained.
Let a= gn···gl. Define (+X)R :=-X, (-X)R :=+X, and aR := gf:···gf.
Let Y occur in the arbitrary expression V, governed by a. Then from the definition
given above, Table 1 is constructed.
The algorithm implied by Table 1 can be demonstrated using the expression
AX3X2A(XIY)(V u Z).
Y is governed in X 1 Y by +X1 (row 2 of the table)

y is governed in A(XIY)(V u Z) by -(V u Z)- xl (row 5)
Y is governed in X2"(X1Y)(V U Z) by +X2- (V U Z)- X1 (row 2)

y is governed in AX3X2A(X1Y)(V u Z) by -X3 + x2- (V u Z)- xl (row 3)
10

H V occurs in V
XV
AXV
vx
AVX
X(Zn V)
X(Z 0 n V)
X(Zn V 0 )
AX(Z u V)
11X(Z0 u V)
AX(Z u V 0 )
X(ZU V)
X(Z 0 u V)
X(ZU V 0 )
AX(Z n V)
11X(Z0 n V)
AX(Z n V 0 )
(Z n V)X
(Z 0 n V)X
(Z n V 0 )X
II(Z u V)X
11(Z0 u V)X
II(Z u V 0 )X
(Z UV)X
(Z 0 u V)X
(Z U V 0 )X
11(Z n V)X
11(Z0 n V)X
II(Z n V 0 )X

byaR

then Y is governed in V

y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y
y

XV

+X a
-X a

"XV
vx
AVX

+X a
-XaR

X(Z n V)
Z 0 nXV
xznvo
AX(Z u V)
Z 0 u AXV
AXZ u V 0
xzuxv
(TXnZ 0 )uXV
xzu(TXnV0 )
~~xzn ,.xv
zo n 11XV
~~xz

n V0

+(Xn Z)a
+X a
a
-(XnZ)a
-X a
a
+X a
+X a
a
-X a
-X a
a

(Zn V)X

+(Xn Z)a

Z 0 nVX
zxnv0

+X a
a
-XaR
-XaR
aR

"zx n 11VX
zo n 11VX
"zx n V 0
zxuvx
(TX n Z 0 ) U VX
ZX U (TXn V 0 )
11(Z n V)X
zo u AVX
11ZXU V 0

+X a
+X a
a
-(XnZ)aR
-XaR
aR

Table 1: Rules for governance assuming that Y is governed in V by a.
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4

In this section, some standard results of resolution theory are

Resolution

translated to CN. These results are used in the next section as a point of departure
for generalizing the Cancellation Rule.
Let W be a sentence, normalized with respect to subexpression Y. Then Sk[Y](W),
the Skolemization of W with respect to (that occurrence of) Y, is defined as follows.

(It is assumed that Y occurs in V.)
Sk[Y](AT(X

u V))

:= AT(X

u Sk[Y](V))

Sk[Y](T(Xi

n V))

:= AT(] u (Xi

n v n Sk[Y](V)), where f denotes a fresh

singular predicate (a Skolem constant) of arity one greater than the number of
negative governors of level greater than i, with an appropriate selection operator
Sk[Y](Y) := Y
Sk[Y](Y) := Y

It is evident that normalization of Sk[Y](W) will yield expressions with the property
that every proper subexpression containing Y is of the form AT(X U V), where V
contains that occurrence of Y. Skolemization as defined here differs in two inessential
ways from the usual definition. First, Skolemization here is only partial; specifically,
only those Skolem constants are introduced that are necessary to achieve the property
just stated. Second, the results at each step in the Skolemization procedure are
preserved by conjoining Xi, V, and Sk[Y](V) (see the second part of the definition of

Sk[Y]). It is a standard result (e.g., Andrews [1], Corollary 3302) that W is satisfiable
iff Sk[Y](W) is satisfiable. For example, the Skolemization of

w=

"T(X3

u T(X2 n "T(V u z u T(X1 n Y))))

IS
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g 3 denotes

(1, 2, 4)Sr and

p

denotes (1, 2)SJ, where

Sr

and

SJ

are fresh singular

predicate symbols. When normalized again, W' yields the conjunction of the followmg.

W'3

= "T(X3 u "T(J2 u "T(V u z u T(Xt n Y))))

W 11

= "T(X3 u AT(J2 u AT(V u z u AT(g3 u Y))))

This example illustrates a notational convention that will be followed in the sequel.
The sentences that result from first Skolemizing and then normalizing an expression
will be called the constituents of Skolemization with respect to Y. A constituent will
be denoted by suffixing in bold type the level of the positive governor that generated
that constituent. As shown in the example, the suffix will be primed or unprimed
according as that constituent contains the positive governing subexpression or the
subexpression that it governs. Thus if Y is governed in W by the positive subexpressions Xik, ... , Xi 1 , then the results of Skolemizing and normalizing will be denoted

W i~, W ik, ... , W i:, W i 1 • W i 1 will be called the principal constituent.
Let
W1

= AT(Xm U AT(Xm-1 U · · · U AT(Xt U Y) · · ·)

w2 = "T(Zz u AT(Zz-t u ... u AT(Zt u Y) .. ·)
be principal constituents of Skolemization with respect to Y.

Further, let n

max( I, m) and
X·

u, =
If for 1

~

i

~

{

zi'
xi u zi

if l < i ~ n
if m < i ~ n
otherwise

n, U, contains at most one Skolem constant, then the binary resolvent

of Wt, W2 with respect toY is defined
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Y is the expression resolved upon. It is convenient to extend the definition to subexpressions so that if

w1 =

AT(Xm u ... u AT(Xi u Vi,i) .. ·)

w2 = "T(Z1 u ... u "T(Zi u ~.i) .. ·)
then

It is a standard result that (W1

n W2 )

follows. Thinning W1 , W2 to conform to

~

Res[Y](Wb W2 ). This is proved as

Res[Y](W~, W 2 )

yields

w; = AT(Un u AT(Un-1 u ... u AT(U1 u Y) .. ·)
w~ = ~~.T(Un

u AT(Un-1 u ... u AT(UI u Y) ... )

By the Distributive Rule,

w: n w~ =

AT(Un u AT(Un-1 u ... u AT(UI u (Y n Y)) .. ·)

This use of thinning and the Distributive Rule will be used frequently in subsequent
sections.
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5 Generalizing the Cancellation Rule

This section introduces a generalized

cancellation rule, which is shown to be equivalent to binary resolution. But this rule
differs from binary resolution in that its arguments need not be Skolemized. At first
it will be assumed that the arguments are normalized. Later it will be seen that this
too is unnecessary.
The rule is motivated as follows. Let W1 and W2 be normalized with respect to

Y. Let Y occur in W1 and W2 with opposite polarities. Let the rightmost occurrence
of a positive governor in either W1 or W2 be at level i. Suppose it occurs in W1 • Let

Then
W1i'

= AT(Xm U • · • U AT(Xi-1 U AT(] U Xi) • • ·)

W1i

= AT(Xm U · · · U AT(Xi-1 U AT(/ U l/i,i) · · ·)

Let the principal constituent of the Skolemization of W2 with respect toY be

Let

Now thinning W1 i' and W 1 i to conform to Res[Y](W1 i, W2j) through level i- 1
yields

AT(Un U · · · U AT(Ui-1 U AT(/ U Xi)···)
AT(Un U · · · U AT(Ui-1 U AT(] U l/i,i) · · ·)
By the Distributive Rule it follows that

AT(Un u ... u AT(Ui-1 u AT(/ u (Xi n Vi,i n (Zi u Res[Y](Vi,i, V2,i)) ... )
Because

f is singular, this is equivalent to

AT(Un u ... u AT(Ui-1

u T(f n xi n Vi,i n (Zi u Res[Y](Vi,i, V2,i)) .. ·)
15

Hence by the Monotonicity Rule it follows that

AT(Un u ...

u AT(Ui-1 u T(Xi n Vi.,i n (Zi u Res[Y](Vi.,i, V2,i))) .. ·)

This latter expression conveys all that which was deduced relative to the Skolem constant f. That is,

f

as a (parameterized) name, links W1i', W 1 i and Res[Y](Wti, W2j),

and so asserts the existence of something satisfying these three expressions. The last
result asserts the existence of something satisfying the same expressions, but without
explicitly naming it. Indeed, if the last result is Skolemized and then normalized, it
yields W1i' and W 1 i {thinned), and Res[Y]{W1i, W 2 j), up to the choice of Skolem
constants.
The same can be repeated with the new rightmost Skolem constant, and can be
continued until there are no Skolem constants left. The final result is an expression
that asserts precisely that which is asserted by all the constituents of Skolemization
of W1 and W2 along with Res[Y]{W1i, W2j). The process of thinning each of the
constituents of Skolemization of W1 and W 2 to conform to Res[Y]{W1i, W 2 j) and
then combining them with Res[Y]{W1i, W 2 j) using the Distributive Rule will be
referred to as collecting and eliminating Skolem constants.
This process suggests Rule R[Y], the Generalized Cancellation Rule, defined in
Table 2. Indeed the following theorem claims that Rule R[Y], applied directly to
W1, W2 , produces a result which is in a certain sense equivalent to binary resolution.
THEOREM

1 Let Wt, w2 be normalized with respect to y I and let y occur in Wt, w2

with opposite polarities. Let Wti~, Wtik, ... , Wti~, Wti 1 andW2j{, W2j1, ... , W2j:, W23 1
be the constituents of Skolemization of W~, W 2 respectively with respect to Y. Then
W 11 W2 and R[Y](W~, W2) are Skolem equivalent to W1 i~, W 1 ik, ... , W1 i~, W1i 1 ,
W2j{, W2j1, ... , W2j:, W2j1, and Res[Y]{Wtil, W2j1). Specifically,
(i) collecting and eliminating Skolem constants in

W1 i~,

W 1 ik, ... , W1 i~, W1 i 1, W 2j;,

W2j1, ... , W2j:, W2j1, and Res[Y](Wtil, W2j1) yields Wt, W2 and R[Y](W17 W2),
and
16

R[Y](T(Xi n vt,i), W2) = T(Xi n R[Y](Vt,i, W2)) if level of W2 < i
R[Y](AT(Xi u Vl,i), W2) = AT(Xi u R[Y](Vt,i, W2)) if level of w2 < i
R[Y](Wb T(Zi n V2,i)) = T(Zi
R[Y](Wl, AT(Zi u V2,i))

n R[Y](W1, V2,i)) if level of W1 < i

= AT(Zi u R[Y](Wl, V2,i)) if level of wl < i

R[Y](T(Xi n Vt,i), "T(Zi u V2,i))

= T(Xi n Vt,i n (Zi u R[Y](Vt,i, V2,i)))

R[Y](AT(Xi U Vl,i), T(Zi n V2,i))

= T(Zi n V2,i n (Xi U R[Y](Vt,i, V2,i)))

R[Y](AT(Xi

u Vt,i), "T(Zi u V2,i))

= "T(xi

u zi u R[Y](Vt,i, V2,,)))

R[Y](T(X1 n Y), "T(Z1 u Y))

= T(X1 n Y n Z1)

R[Y](AT(Xl U Y), T(Z1 n Y))

= T(Z1 n Y n Xi)

R[Y](AT(Xl u Y), AT(Zl u Y))

= AT(Xl u ZI)

Table 2: Definition of Rule R[Y]

17

(ii) Skolemizing W 1 , W 2 and R[Y](W1 , W2) yields, up to choice of Skolem constants,
Wti~, W 1 iAa ••• , Wti:, Wtil, W2j;, W2j1,

proof:

... , W2i~, W2j1, and Res[Y](Wtiu W2i1)·

Proof is by induction on p, the total number of positive governors in

W~, W2

ofY andY.

The basis case (p

= 0)

is trivial. But it is of interest to note that this case is

precisely the Cancellation Rule (see [3] and [4]) which Rule R[Y] generalizes.
For the induction step, p

> 0. Let

where f is the leftmost occurrence of a Skolem constant.

f came from Skolemization
of either W1 or W2. Since the same argument applies in either case, suppose that f
came from W1 • That is, suppose that i =

i~c

and

Wt = AT(Xm u ... u T(Xi n Yt,i) .. ·)
so that
Wti' = AT(Xm U · · · U AT(/ U Xi) • · ·)

Wti = AT(Xm U · • • U AT(] U Vi,i) • • ·)
(i) The induction hypothesis applies to W 1 i and W2 since the total number of positive governors is p - 1. Then by the induction hypothesis, collecting and eliminat. Sko1em constants In
. wtl~c_
., 1 , wtlk-u
. ... , w;tl.,1, w111,
. UT
., UT •
UT ., UT •
tng
vv2:J, YY2:Jl, ••• , vv2:J 1, vv231,

Now collecting and eliminating the Skolem constant f in W1 i', W1i, and R[Y] (W1 i, W2)
yields W1 and

AT(Un u ... u AT(Ui-1 u T(Xi n Vi,i n (Zi u R[Y](Vi,i, lt2,i)) .. ·)
which is equal to R[Y](W1, W2).
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(ii) Let Skolemization of W 1 yield W 1i' and W 1i as above. Skolemizing R[Y](W11 W2 )
with respect to (Zi U R[Y](VJ.,i, V2,i)) yields AT(Un U · · · U AT(Ui- 1 U AT(gU Xi)···),

AT(Un u ... u AT(Ui-1 u AT(g u Vl,i) ... ), and AT(Un u ... u AT(Ui-1 u AT(g u zi u
R[Y](VJ.,i, V2,i)) · · ·). Now his defined equal tog over the domain described by these

three expressions, and equal to

AT(g

f elsewhere. Specifically, AT(Un U · · · U AT(Ui- 1 U

=h))···), and AT(Un U · · · U AT(Xm U AT(Xm-1 U · · · U AT(Xi-1 U AT(! =

h)) • • ·), ... , AT(Un U • • • U AT(Xm U Zm U AT(Xm-1 U • • • U AT(Xi-1 U AT(f =h))· • ·),
AT(Un U · · · U AT(Xm U AT(Xm-1 U Zm-1 U · · · U AT(Xi-1 U AT(f

=h))···), ... ,

AT(Un U · · · U AT(Xm U AT(Xm-1 U · · · U AT(Xi-1 U Zi-1 U AT(!= h))···). Then his
the desired Skolem constant, that is, it satisfies AT(XmU· · ·UAT(hUXi) · · ·), AT(XmU
... u AT(fiu Vl,i) .. ·),and AT(Un u ... u AT(Ui-1 u AT(Xu zi u R[Y](VI,i, V2,i)) .. ·).

Finally, the induction hypothesis is applied to complete the proof.
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6

Selection operators

Up to this point it was not necessary to consider selec-

tion operators in connection with Rule R[Y]. However if the expression resolved upon
is a predicate symbol P, and the occurrences of the predicate symbol are variants of
each other, then special consideration must be given to the selection operators in applying Rule R[P]. This section derives a necessary and sufficient condition for Rule

R[P] to apply when variants of P are present. Moreover, it is shown that this same
condition is necessary and sufficient for resolution of the sentences to be possible.
When the condition is not met, the result is an 'occur-check'.
The role of selection operators in CN is the same as the role of bound vanabies in predicate calculus. If (kt, ... , km)Pm occurs in sentence W governed by
9q · · · 9b where

by 9k1 , 9k2 ,

••• ,

max(ki) 1 <i<m = n

~

q, then arguments 1, 2, ... , m of pm are filled

9km, respectively. A different sequence can be imposed by use of a

different selection operator. By definition, (1, 2, ... , m)Pm is equivalent to pm. So
if pm occurs in a sentence W governed by 9q · · · 9 1 , arguments 1, 2, ... , m of pm are
filled by 91,92, ... 1 9m, respectively.

If an integer between 1 and

max(kih~i~m

is absent from a selection operator,

that selection operator is termed vacuous. If an integer occurs more than once in a
selection operator, that selection operator is reflexive. A selection operator that is
neither vacuous nor reflexive is a permutation.
Let (k1 , ... , km)Pm occur in sentence W1 governed by 9q · · · 9b where max(kih~i~m

=

n ~ q. Let (1~, ... , lm)Pm occur in sentence W 2 governed by hr · · · ht, where max(lih~i~m
p

~

r. If W1 and W 2 can be transformed toW{ and

W~,

respectively, containing occur-

rences of (k~, ... , k:n)Pm and (ki, ... , k:n)Pm, respectively, such that W1 ~ W{ and

W2

~ W~,

then Rule R[(k~, ... , k:n)Pm] can be applied. A necessary and sufficient

condition for the existence of such transformations is considered next.
6.1

The case of unary governors

To gain an understanding of the problem, it

is useful to initially make the simplifying assumption that all governing subexpressions
are unary. This assumption is frequently satisfied in natural language, and so also
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=

is of special interest for surface reasoning, which will be considered in the following
sections. Under this assumption, if pm occurs in a sentence W governed by gq · · · gt,
it follows that q = m; and if
gq · · · g1, where max(kahsaSm

(k~t ... , km)Pm,

occurs in sentence W governed by

= n, then q = n.

A governance g,.. · · · g1 induces a dependence ordering -< on the g, defined as follows.

g,

-< g; :# (i < j) A (gi is

-)A (g; is

+)

This corresponds in predicate calculus to a universal quantifier controlling an existential quantifier.
The following indicates the significance of the dependence ordering. Suppose
(kt, ... , km)Pm occurs in sentence W governed by gm · · · g1, where (kt, ... , km) is a

permutation. Then pm is governed in W by gkm · · · gk1 providing the dependence
ordering induced by gkm · · · gk1 is identical to that induced by gm · · · g1. Otherwise,
the governance of pm in W is undefined.
Let (kt, ... , km)Pm occur in sentence W1 governed by g,.. · · · g1, where max(kihSiSm =

n, and let (It, ... , lm)Pm occur in sentence W2 governed by hp · · · h1 , where max(lihSiSm =
p. Let a graph Q' be defined with nodes gt, ... , g,.., ht, ... , hp and arcs as follows. If

9i

-< g; then (g;,gi) is an arc.

If hi

-< h; then (h;, hi) is an arc. There are no other

arcs. Let- be the least equivalence relation containing {(gk;, ht;): 1 $ i $ m}. Now
define Q, the dependence graph of W1 , W2 with respect to pm, to be Q' reduced by-.
The nodes of

g are

equivalence classes, denoted [g), consisting of corresponding

governors of pm in W1 and W2 • The arcs of

g give the combined dependence order-

ing. A node containing only negative governors will be called a negative node; one
containing a positive governor, a positive node. A positive node containing only one
governor will be called strictly positive. A positive node containing more than one
positive governor will be called inconsistent. A graph containing no inconsistent node
is consistent.
Suppose

g

contains no cycles (i.e., directed closed paths). In this case, there

exists a linear ordering C that extends g. Let [gi]
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-<o [g;] iff [g;] covers [gi] in g. Let

[gi]

~c

[gi] iff [gi] precedes [gi] in C. In general, there are many linear extensions. An

important property of these linear extensions is the following.

A smaller cost means that fewer new dependences have been introduced by the linear
extension. An optima/linear extension is one with minimum cost. The situation is
similar to that encountered in scheduling 'jobs' which are constrained by a partial
order (see Rival [6]). The complexity of constructing an optimal linear extension will
not be considered here, but it is obviously an interesting question.
Let Wti
··· U

=

AT(Xn U · · · U AT(Xt U (kt, ... , km)Pm) · · ·) and W2j

=

AT(Zp U

AT(Z1 U (Zt, ... ,lm)Pm)···) be the principal Skolem constituents of Wt and

W 2 , respectively. Suppose that Q is consistent and acyclic. In this case, there is an
optimal linear extension C

=

Cq

~

Cq-t

~

···

~ C~,

where 1

~ q

< n + p. Let

9sk and Csk be the corresponding dependence graph and linear extension obtained
by replacing each positive governor
Define

w;

AT(V! u

:=

(k~,

+X by its corresponding Skolem governor -f.

AT(Uq u ... u AT(Ut u (kL ... 'k:n)Pm) .. ·) and

... 'k:n)Pm) .. ·),where

w~ :=

AT(Vq u ... u

ui = U{X : -X E Ci}, Vi = U{Z : -Z E Ci},

and (k~, ... , k:n) is derived from Csk as follows: if- Xk; E Ci (equivalently - Z1; E Cj)
then k: = j. Notice that either Ui or Vi may be empty. Notice also that the Skolem
constants may be given modified selection operators which reflect their positions in

W{ and

W~.

Now the resolvent of W1 i and W 2j with respect to pm is defined to

be Res[(ki, ... , k:n)Pm](W{, W~). An optimal linear extension corresponds to a most
general unifier.
It is important to note that if Q consists of disjoint acyclic subgraphs, then the

resolvent of W1i and W 2j with respect to pm can be written as a disjunction of
sentences, one determined by each subgraph.
Since an arc of Q represents a (control) dependence, the corresponding arc of

9sk represents a functional dependence between a Skolem constant and one of its
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arguments. It is clear that if (isle contains a cycle, some Skolem constant is functionally
dependent on itself. This is exactly the condition that produces an occur-check during
unification. Thus W1 , W2 have a resolvent iff

g is consistent and

acyclic.

It is possible to extend Rule R[Pm] as binary resolution has just been extended.

Let W1 and W2 be as before and let g, the dependence graph of W1 and W2 with
respect to pm, be consistent and acyclic and consist of the disjoint components
g~,

... , Q. (s

~

1). Let C1 , ••• ,C. be the corresponding optimal linear extensions.

Then

AX(R[Pm](C))

R[Pm](CC) :=

if Cis and X= n{X; :-X; E C}
X(R[Pm](C))
if Cis strictly+
and +X E C
X(V n (Z u R[Pm](C))) if Cis+
and +X E C, Z = U{Z; : -Z; E C},
V is the scope of X in W1 or W2

The scope of a positive governor in W is defined as follows. Let V be the subexpression
of W containing the distinguished occurrence of pm. Then V is the scope of X if

XV is a subexpression of W or V X is a subexpression of W, and V is the scope of
X n U if X(U n V) is a subexpression of W or (U n V)X is a subexpression of W.
THEOREM

2 Let

(k~,

... , km)Pm occur in sentence

W1

governed by unary gn · · · glJ

where max(ki)t:5i:5m = n. Let (1~, ... , lm)Pm occur in sentence W2 governed by unary
hp .. · h1, where max(li)t:5i:5m

= p.

Let W1 i~, Wti~c, ... , W1 i:, Wtil and W2.i{, W2.it, ... , W2j:, Wai 1

be the constituents of Skolemization of W1 , W2 respectively with respect to Y. Let

g

be the dependence graph ofW1 , W2 • Then R[Pm](W17 W 2 ) and Res[Pm](W1 i 1 , W2j

1)

exist iff

g

is consistent and acyclic.

Skolem equivalent to

W1 i~, W 1ik,

Moreover, W 17 W 2 , and R[Pm](Wt, W 2 ) are

... , W1 i:, Wti
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1 ,

W 2j;, W 2j1, ... , W2 j~, W2j

1 ,

and

proof:

6.2

The proof follows that of Theorem 1.

The general case

The general case can be treated as an extension of the

unary case. Let (kt, ... , km)Pm occur in sentence W1 with unrestricted governors
gq · · · g1 , where max(kih<i<m = n ~ q. Similarly, let (it, ... , lm)Pm occur in sentence

W2 with unrestricted governors hr · · · ht, where max(li)t$;i$;m

= p ~ r.

Temporarily

g

and without

ignoring all but the unary governors, form the dependence graph

distinguishing disjoint subgraphs, form an optimal linear extension C as before.
Suppose that the k-ary expression (k > 1) (ct, ... , ch)Rh is a governor of pm in
W1 . Suppose further that arguments 1, 2, ... , h of Rh are filled (partly or completely)
by unary governors occurring in nodes Av1 , Av2 ,

min(vih$;i$;h

= u.

In this event, (vt

••• ,

Avh, respectively, of g, where

+ 1- u, v2 + 1- u, ... , Vh + 1- u)Rh is placed

in node Au.
Suppose that an arbitrary k-ary expression (k > 1) Xk is a governor of pm in W1 ,
and that arguments 1, 2, ... , h of Xk are filled (partly or completely) by unary governors occurring in nodes Av1 , Av2 ,

••• ,

Avh, respectively, of g, where min( Vj h<i<h

= u.

To formalize this situation, generalize selection operators to apply to arbitrary expressions, and provide the following rules for the elimination of these generalized selection
operators.

3. (kt, ... , km)(Xn nY1) := ( (kt, ... , kn)Xn n(k1 , ••. , kr)Y 1), where m = max(l, n)
4. (kt, ... , km)(X 1 ym+I) := X 1 ( (1, k1

+ 1, ... , km + 1)Ym+l)

With these generalized selection operators, Xk can be treated in the same manner as
(c1, ... , ch) Rh. Again the resulting expression is placed in node Au.
The same is done for each governor of arity greater than 1 in both W1 and W2 •
Now Cis decomposed into disjoint subchains just so long as distinct subchains do not
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separate the arguments of any governor. Finally, Rule R(Pm](Wb W2) in a slightly
more general form can be applied to the subchains of C.

"T(X u R[Pm](C))

R(Pm](CC) :=

THEOREM

if Cisand X = U{X; : -X; E C}
T(X n R(Pm](C))
if C is strictly +
and +X E C
T(X n V n (Z U R(Pm](C))) if Cis+
and +X E C, Z = U{Z;: -Z; E C},
V is the scope of X in W1 or W2

3 Let {kt, ... , km)Pm occur in sentence W1 governed by unary gn · · · glJ

where max(ki)I:Si:Sm

= n.

Let (11 , ••• , lm)Pm occur in sentence W2 governed by unary

hp · · · h1, where max(lih:Si:Sm

= p.

Let Wti~, W1i1:, ... , W1i~, W1i1 and W2.1;, W2.1, ... , W2j~, W2.i1

be the constituents of Skolemization of W1, W2 respectively with respect to Y. Let
be the dependence graph
exist iff

g

ofW~,

W2. Then

is consistent and acyclic.

R[Pm](W~,

g

W2) and Res(Pm](W1il! W2j1)

Moreover, W~, W2, and R[Pm](W1, W2) are

Skolem equivalent to W1 i~, W1 i~:, ... , W1 i~, W1 i 1, W2j;, W2j,, ... , W2j~, W2j 11 and

proof:

The proof follows that of Theorem 1.
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7 Syllogistic cases of Rule R[Y]

Certain cases of Rule R[Y] are of special

interest for surface reasoning. In these cases, application of Rule R[Y] is simplified so
that it resembles simple syllogistic reasoning. Its arguments need not be normalized.
7.1

Rule All

Let Y occur in sentences W1 and W2 with opposite polarities.

Let Y (Y) be governed in W 1 by -Xm · · ·- X 1 • Let Y (Y) be governed in W2 by

+Z1 • • ·+Z1 , where m

~

l. To motivate this rule assume temporarily that W 1 and W2

are normalized with respect toY. Under these assumptions, Rule R[Y] specializes to
R[Y](AT(Xi U Vi,i),T(Zi n ~.i)) = T(Zi n ~.in (Xi U R[Y](Vi,i, ~.i)))
Hence
R[Y](AT(Xi U Vi,i), T(Zi n ~.i)) = T(Zi n ~.in Xi) U T(Zi n ~.in R[Y](Vi,i, ~.i)))
Also under the current assumptions, by the Monotonicity Rule,

Hence, again by the Monotonicity Rule and the identity

(X~

Y) =((X n Y) =X),

R[Y](AT(Xi U Vi,i), T(Zi n ~.i)) = T(Zi n ~.in Xi) U T(Zi n R[Y](Vi,i, ~.i)))
Thus under the current assumptions, Rule R[Y] becomes

where for 1 ~ i ~ m, wJi> is obtained from W2 by replacing ~.i with ~.in Xi. But
this result is not dependent upon W 1 and W2 being normalized. So Rule All can be
given as follows.
Rule All: Let Y occur in sentences W 1 and W2 with opposite polarities.
Let Y (Y) be governed in W 1 by -Xm · · ·- X 1 • Let Y (Y) be governed
in W2 by +Z,. · · + Z 1 , where m ~I. Then infer wJm> U · · · U WJ 1>, where
wJi) is obtained from w2 by replacing the subexpression
of Zi with V n Xi.
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v

in the scope

As a first example of Rule All, consider the syllogism Baroco: all X are Y, and some

= AXY and W2 = ZY. Thus Y is
is governed in W2 by +Z. Therefore Rule All yields

Z are not Y, so some Z are not X. That is, WI

governed in WI by -X and Y
Z(YnX).

As a second more general example, consider WI = AX3AX2(U2 U AXIY) and

w2 = (Z2ZIY)Z3. Here y is governed in WI by -X3- (X2 n U 2)- XI andy is
governed in W2 by

+ Z3 + Z2 + ZI. Therefore by Rule All one infers

Rule AAA

7.2

Let Y occur in sentences WI and W2 with opposite polarities.

Let Y be governed in WI by -Xm ···-XI. Let Y be governed in W2 by -Z1 · · ·- ZI.
Again assume temporarily that WI and W2 are normalized with respect toY. Under
these assumptions, Rule R[Y] becomes identical to Res[Y]:

This is put in a more perspicuous form as Rule AAA.
Rule AAA: Let Y occur in sentences WI and W2 with opposite polarities.
Let Y U Vi be governed in WI by -Xm ···-XI. Let Y U V2 be governed
in W2 by -Z1· · ·- ZI. Let n =max( I, m) and
ifl<i~n

if m < i ~ n
otherwise
Then infer AT(Un U · · · U AT(UI U Vi U V:z) · · ·).
If

V2 = TT, then Rule AAA is just the Cancellation Rule.

If

Vi

= V2 =

TT,

then Rule AAA is still further simplified. In this case the inference may be stated:

AT(Un U · • • U t.T(Xl U Zt) • • ·).
When the governors are unary, the inferred sentence( s) retain the form of the
premises. Thus in general one infers AUk··· AU1 (Vi U V:z) U TUn U · · · U TUk+b where

k

~

n is the arity of

Vi

U

lf:z.
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For illustration of Rule AAA, again consider first a syllogism ( Camestres): all X
are Y, and all

z are not Y, so all z are not X.

That is,

wl = AXY and w2 = AZY.

Thus Y is governed in W1 by -X and Y is governed in W2 by - Z. Therefore by
Rule AAA one infers X is governed in the resolvent by -Z. That is, one infers AZX.
A more general example is Schubert's Steamroller (see [3]).
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8

Surface reasoning

The impetus for investigating a generalization of the

Cancellation Rule was to better understand surface reasoning, that is, reasoning conducted in (surface level) natural language. An underlying assumption is that surface
reasoning characterizes much of human reasoning.
Previous papers ([3], [4]) emphasized the Monotonicity Rule and its corollaries.
The Cancellation Rule is one of these corollaries. It is similar to unit resolution.
However, it is applied to expressions at the surface level rather than clausal form
expressions. Hence the Cancellation Rule has a direct and intuitive rendition in
surface English.
Similarly, the Generalized Cancellation Rule developed in this paper is equivalent to binary resolution, but applies directly to surface expressions. Skolemization,
prenexing, and conjunctive normal form play no part. Like the Cancellation Rule, this
generalization, particularly in its syllogistic forms, has a direct and intuitive rendition
in surface English. This will be demonstrated by several examples.
Consider the sentences some man is unkind to every donkey, and every
farmer is kind to some animal. The de re reading of the first and the de dicto
reading of the second are rendered in £ N as MAD I< and "F AI<, respectively. Rule

R[I<] yields the result M("DI< n (FUA(I< nD)). The direct rendition of the latter in
English is some man is unkind to every donkey and either is not a farmer or
is kind to some animal which is not a donkey. Although this is a rather complex
inference, it can be understood and accepted by any competent English speaker.
The simpler sentences every farmer is unkind to every donkey, and some
man is kind to some animal, permit an inference by use of Rule AIL These
sentences are rendered in £ N as "F ADI< and M AI<, respectively. Rule All yields
the result M(AK

n F) U MA(K n D).

This result is rendered directly in English as

either some man who is not a farmer is kind to some animal, or some man
is kind to some animal which is not a donkey. Again, it is apparent that this
inference can be understood and accepted by any competent English speaker.
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Rule AAA can be illustrated with the sentences every farmer is unkind to
every donkey, and every gentleman is kind to every animal, which are rendered
in

eN

as AFADK and AGAAK, respectively. Rule AAA yields AFG u ADA, that is,

either every farmer is not a gentleman or every donkey is not an animal.
A sequence of inferences constitutes a proof or a line of reasoning. If the proof is
indirect, then in addition to Rule R[Y] and its variations, a criterion for contradiction
needs to be given. In £ N, a contradiction is present when a sentence of the form X nX
is deduced. This will require, in addition to the Generalized Cancellation Rule, some
simple Boolean identities and definitions.

(X n Z)Y

=X(Z n Y)

(X n (Z U Y)) =((X

X(ZnYnY)

= (TYnTY)

n Z) U (X n Y))

The next example, taken from Quine [5], illustrates a sequence of inferences which
constitute a proof.
All natives of Ajo have a cephalic index in excess of 96. All women
who have a cephalic index in excess of 96 have Pima blood. Therefore,
anyone whose mother is a native of Ajo has Pima blood. (The following
tacit assumptions are also made. Every mother is a woman. Everyone
whose mother has Pima blood also has Pima blood.)
The premises and denial of the conclusion are given by the set of sentences:

{"AC, "(W n C)P, (AM)P, "(TM)W, "(PM)P}
To illustrate the Generalized Cancellation Rule, a proof by contradiction is given with
all details explicit. The sentences will be denoted X 11 X 2 , ••• , X 5 •
1. R[A](Xt,X3):
(a) A is governed in X 1 by -C
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(b) A is governed in X 3 by +P + M
(c) the linear extension of g is [+P)[+M, -Cj
(d) the result is X 6 = PT(M nAn C)

(a) Misgoverned in X 4 by -T- W
(b) Misgoverned in X 6 by +P +(An C)
(c) the linear extension of g is [+P, -T][+(An C), -W]
(d) the result is P(T(MnAnC)n(TU(AnC)(MnW))), which is equivalent
to X1

= P(T(MnAnC)n (AnC)(Mn W))

(a) W n Cis governed in X 2 by -P
(b) W n C is governed in X 7 by + P + (T( M n A n C) n M n A)
(c) the linear extension of

g is [+P](+(T(M nAn C) n M n A), -P]

(d) the result is X 8 = PT(T(M nAn C) n M nAn W n C n P)

4. R(M](Xs, Xs):
(a) Misgoverned in X 5 by -P- P
(b) Misgoverned in X 8 by +P + (T(M nAn C) nAn W n C n P)
(c) the linear extension of g is [+P, -P](+(T(MnAnC)nAnWnCnP), -P]
(d) the result is X 9 = P(T(T(MnAnC)nMnAnWnCnP)n(PuT(T(Mn
An C) nAn W n C n P n M n P))), which is equivalent to TP n TP
Rule R[Y] can be optimized by observing that a node [+X, -TJ can be treated the
same as a strictly positive node. This treatment would eliminate the subexpression

T(M nAn C) in the second and subsequent steps.
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While the Generalized Cancellation Rule suffices to yield an indirect proof, surface
reasoning is generally much simpler. This can be illustrated by using Rule All to yield
a proof.
1. X 1 and X3 yield (A(M n C))P

2. X 4 and the previous result yield (A(M n W
(A(M n W

n C))P U (A(M n C))(P n T), i.e.,

n C))P

3. X 2 and the previous result yield (A(M n W n C n P))P
4. X 5 and the previous result yield (A(M n W n C n P n P))P U (A(M n W n C n
P))(P n P), which is equivalent to T P

nTP

These proofs are based on use of a single rule of inference. It seems unlikely that
surface reasoning is restricted to a single rule of inference. Using a combination of
the Monotonicity Rule and Rule All, an even simpler proof can be obtained.
1. Using the Monotonicity Rule, X 1 and X 3 yield (CM)P

2. Using Rule All, X 4 and the previous result yields (C(MnW))PU(CM)(PnT),
i.e., ((W n C)M)P
3. Using the Monotonicity Rule, X 2 and the previous result yield (PM)P
4. Using the Monotonicity Rule, X 5 and the previous result yields PP, a contradiction
It is well-known that binary resolution is not complete as a refutation procedure.

For example, the sentences ATa(PuP),ATa(PuP) are inconsistent, but a contradiction cannot be obtained by binary resolution alone. Factoring is required. But while
binary resolution in the form of the Generalized Cancellation Rule seems natural to
surface reasoning, factoring seems quite unnatural.
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It has been shown that binary resolution alone is complete for Hom sentences

(Henschen and Wos [2]). A test for the Hom property in LN is straightforward.
Define w(X) for an expression X as follows.
1. w(Y n Z) = max( w(Y), w( Z))

2. w(Y n Z) = w(Y)

+ w(Z)

3. w(YZ) = w(Y n Z)
4. w(YZ) = w(Y n Z)
5. w(P) = 1

6. w(P) = 0
A sentence X is Hom iff w(X)

R'J in X

~

1. In some cases, a uniform substitution of

R!/

for

makes X Hom.

It is clear that the Horn property is not necessary for binary resolution to be

complete. However it appears that a precise characterization of sentences that yield
to binary resolution alone is an open problem.
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